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consultation
The Landscape Character Statement
for the Parish of Colwall has been
produced by a group of residents
using Herefordshire Council Landscape
Character Assessment Supplementary
Planning Document for guidance.
Consultation within the Parish
included the publication of articles
in the Parish Council Newsletter and
Parish Magazine. Questionnaires were
produced for both locals and visitors
attending the annual Village Fete.  A
week long exhibition was held at the
Village Library and a website created
to include documentation, photos and
questionnaires created for this project.
Parish Landowners and Village
Societies received 1st Draft Copies
for consultation and their written
comments, together with the following:

-- Herefordshire Council
-- Community Led Planning Landscape and Biodiversity –
Planning Policy Team
-- Natural England
-- Council for the Preservation of Rural
England [CPRE]
-- Malvern Hills Conservators
-- Malvern Hills Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty [AONB]
-- Bird Survey Group
-- Local Councillors of Herefordshire
Council
-- Local Member of Parliament
-- Colwall Parish Council
The consultation took place during
2010/2011.
Endorsed by Herefordshire Council on
…………….
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aims
To influence potential changes in
land use in a constructive way.

To prevent erosion of the
character of the area.

To enforce the distinctive
local character.

To complement the Village Design
Statement and Parish Plan
All three documents to be at the
heart of local planning.
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INTRODUCTION
The Parish of Colwall is on the eastern
fringe of Herefordshire, sitting under
the slopes of the Malvern Hills. Its
population makes it one of the largest
villages in Herefordshire, yet its
character ensures that the density of
its population is low. The houses are
mainly scattered along and radiate out
from the main road - Walwyn Road,
which runs from the Wyche Cutting
through the Malvern Hills in a southwestern direction. Surrounding the built
up areas is the agricultural landscape,
which is both pastoral and arable. This
land is crossed by approximately 50

kilometres of footpaths, while the main
Hereford to Worcester railway line cuts
diagonally through the Parish roughly
following Walwyn Road.
The Herefordshire Council Landscape
Character Assessment has divided the
landscape of the Parish of Colwall into
3 distinct landscape types - High Hills
and Slopes, Principal Wooded Hills and
Principal Timbered Farmlands. This
document aims to give a local flavour to
these designations.
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map

Key
High Hills and Slopes
Principal Wooded Hills
Principal Timbered Farmland
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geology
Colwall’s dramatic landscape is shaped
by geology. The igneous pre-Cambrian
rocks of the Malvern ridge form the
eastern boundary of the parish and the
Silurian limestone of Oyster Hill forms
the western boundary. In between
other Silurian ridges run North-South.
Pressure from the South-East forced
Colwall’s most prominent feature, the
Herefordshire Beacon, out of the main
ridge and caused one of the Silurian
ridges, Chance’s Pitch, to run East-West.
The pressure was also responsible
for the Colwall fault, which runs
North-West from Gardiner’s Quarry,
disrupting the North-South lines of the

ridges. The red-brown and dark green
pre-Cambrian stones, as well as the
grey limestone, are evident in the older
buildings in the parish.
Another feature is the broad Mathon
river valley formed by the river that
drained the West Midlands before
the last Ice Age, when the ice brought
down the sand and gravel not found
elsewhere in Colwall.
The various hills and ridges give the
parish of Colwall many excellent view
lines and, consequently, a distinctive
and unique character greatly valued by
parishioners and visitors alike.

history
The major Iron Age settlement on
British Camp led to the intensive
exploitation of southern Colwall for
over two thousand years. In contrast,
northern Colwall has been developed
much more recently. South Colwall
had four medieval manors and their
settlements, a poly-nuclear pattern
typical of border counties. The pattern
is still evident today. Two settlements
disappeared with the Black Death
and were replaced in Tudor times by
settlements in Evendine and Colwall
Green. By the seventeenth century,
larger estates began to form and their
parklands still form an important part
of the landscape.  A little later, hops
and fruit were grown, especially in
the West around the Mathon river

valley. The arrival of the railway saw
the development of leisure facilities
(cricket, tennis, golf, horse racing,
especially, walking) which considerably
modified the landscape; eventually
the centre of population moved to the
vicinity of the station in North-East
Colwall. The built areas expanded and
other houses were built, often in styles
which jarred with what was already
there, an exception being the Arts and
Crafts style buildings on the West facing
slope of the Malvern ridge. The hops
have disappeared and the orchards
have declined. The twentieth century
then saw a brief spell of dairy farming
before we arrived at the agricultural
mix of today.
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HIGH HILLS AND SLOPES
Key Characteristics
Primary
-- prominent area of highland topography with notable steep slopes
-- unsettled landscape with only a few signs of habitation
-- extensive area of acid grassland
-- open and exposed, with panoramic views
-- an unenclosed landscape
Secondary
-- rough grazing
-- sparsely wooded

character description
These are areas of unenclosed high
land, characterised by steeply sloping
topography and extensive tracts of
rough grassland.  In Colwall, on the
eastern Boundary of Herefordshire, this
distinctive Landscape Type is restricted
to the summits and upper slopes of the
Malvern Hills. The landscape’s unique
qualities embrace an invigorating
open and exposed spatial character
with large scale views and provides a
contrast with the surrounding more
gentle enclosed agricultural landscapes
to the West.
This area is owned and managed
by the corporate body of Malvern
Hills Conservators, who are charged
and constrained by various Acts of
Parliament to “preserve for the benefit
of the public all the natural aspects
and features of the Malvern Hills,
to prevent encroachment, to keep
the land open and not built upon, to
provide recreational facilities in the

interests of social welfare for the public
benefit and to protect the rights of
the commoners.” The whole area is
designated an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty (AONB) and 90% of
the area is a Site of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSI).
The landscape owes its character
primarily to a combination of its
physical structure and its past
management. Historically the areas
have been largely open expanses of
unenclosed common used for rough
grazing.  Today, the reduction in grazing
has resulted in a much greater diversity
of vegetation, such as bracken, scrub
and secondary woodland that are
gradually encroaching on the lower
slopes. (Although the bracken provides
an ideal environment for bluebells,
whose dramatic display attracts visitors
far and wide each Spring.) The steep
topography has discouraged road
building and settlement.  Consequently,
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this area is bordered by roads, rather
than crossed by them. The sparse
settlement that does exist is associated
with the occasional road and is a site

specific feature rather than a character
attribute that affects the landscape as a
whole.

settlement pattern
This is a mainly unsettled landscape
in which any further development
would be inappropriate. The coherent
character of this landscape should
be conserved by refusing new build

development and other urban
influences such as street furniture and
lighting. (Refer to MHAONB Guidance
on Highway Design)

ENCLOSURE PATTERN
This is an unenclosed landscape,
traditionally an area of open common
land. Fences, hedges or other methods
of enclosure are not appropriate here

although temporary fencing may
occasionally be necessary to control
grazing.

WOODLAND OR TREE COVER PATTERN
The character of this landscape
depends on its open grassland. Trees
are not a major part of this character
and the introduction of more woodland

would therefore be contrary to the
inherent landscape character and are
likely to restrict the large scale views
currently enjoyed by visitors.

FORCES FOR LANDSCAPE CHANGE
The landscape character of High
Hills and Slopes is dependent on
the management of open grazing.
Traditionally, the stocking levels
would have been sufficient to keep
extensive scrub encroachment at
bay, so maintaining the distinctive
exposed character and producing a
close, botanically valuable sward in the
process. In recent years a significant
reduction in stocking levels has resulted
in the dramatic increase of scrub,
bracken and secondary woodland
and the consequent decrease of open
grassland. The approach adopted by

the Malvern Hills Conservators has
been to accept a degree of scrub and
woodland cover, particularly on the
lower slopes, but maintain rigorous
bracken and scrub control on the
higher land.
Since the landscape character
is dependent on open rough
grassland, this could rapidly become
compromised by erosion from
increasing visitor pressure and the
effects of climate change on the
ecology. Future management should
recognize the impact that these will
have on the landscape character.
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MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES AND
ENVIRONMENTAL MITIGATION
The overall management strategy should primarily be one of Protect, together with
an element of Manage and Plan.

Protect and Manage

Plan

Enhance the nature conservation of
the whole area through appropriate
sustainable management, with particular
Manage areas of former grassland whilst emphasis placed on restoring grazing at
acknowledging the need to retain other the necessary stocking densities.
habitats of importance for endangered
species. To this end, maintain the upper Refer to Malvern Hills Conservators    
Management Plan 2009/12.
slopes as grassland and allow a mosaic
of grassland dominant scrub habitats to
establish the lower slopes together with Refer to Malvern Hills AONB Guidance
on Highway Design.
areas of English Bluebells.
Protect all remaining areas of seminatural grassland.

Manage existing footpaths by using
visually sensitive, appropriate methods
in order to control visitor pressure and
protect adjacent grassland.

Refer to Malvern Hills AONB Landscape
Character Assessment SPG 2004 –
updated 2009 and Malvern Hills AONB
Landscape Strategy and Guidelines.

Protect and Manage the coherent
landscape character for its own sake and
improve degraded areas.
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PRINCIPAL WOODED HILLS
Key Characteristics
Primary
-- Varied often steeply sloping topography
-- Wooded character made up of predominately broad leaved woodlands,
often of ancient origin
Secondary
-- Wooded land use with occasional pasture
-- Hedges define field boundaries
-- Linked woodland pattern
-- Medium-framed views
-- Scattered settlement pattern

character description
The parts of the Colwall parish that fall
into this landscape category have the
typical sloping or steeply undulating
topography between higher hill tops
and lower settlement farmland. This
results in a strong sense that the village
is encased by the Malvern Hills to the
North and East and Oyster Hill to the
West. The woodlands are large and
irregularly shaped and typically of long
standing character. In combination
with wooded streamlines they form
an interlocking pattern of tree cover.
The steepness of slopes has tended
to inhibit significant clearance for
agricultural use in the past.

An exception is in the extreme South
of the parish where the slope is less
severe and clearance has resulted in
more pastoral fields. The presence
of strong hedge lines with a good
representation of hedgerow trees
contributes to the visual integrity
of the landscape. Both the wooded
hill landscapes on the Malvern and
Oyster Hills are sparsely settled with
the exception of the area around the
Wyche Cutting. Woodland remains
the dominant land cover, the ancient
semi-natural status of the woodlands
rendering them to be a very important
nature conservation asset.

settlement pattern
This is mostly a landscape with a
scattered settlement pattern of
occasional dwellings which were
traditionally small forestry workers
cottages. There are also a number large
houses standing in extensive grounds,

particularly along Jubilee Drive on the
western slopes of the Malvern Hills and
also on the eastern slopes of Oyster
Hill.
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enclosure pattern
The enclosure pattern is a composition
of irregularly shaped pastoral fields

bounded by hedges and often cleared
from the adjoining woodland.

WOODLAND OR TREE COVER PATTERN
It is assessed that more than half
of this landscape type is under tree
cover. The woodlands, often of
semi-natural character, are of native

deciduous species with a mixed age
structure linked to each other and the
surrounding landscape by well treed
hedgerows.

FORCES FOR LANDSCAPE CHANGE
The distinctive character of the
surrounding wooded hills is highly
visible from most of the village of
Colwall and its visible integrity is of
paramount importance. Risks to this
landscape are any further inappropriate
developments within privately owned
land and significant changes to forestry

or agricultural practices. Any changes
to woodland cover should respect
the historical significance of the old
patterns of woodland clearance and
ensure the conservation of these
patterns along with original field
boundary hedges.

MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES AND
ENVIRONMENTAL MITIGATION
The aim of future management
of the Principal Wooded Hills in
Colwall parish should be to retain the
proportion of woodland and irregularly
shaped pastoral fields. Emphasis
should be placed on restoring the
ancient semi-natural character of the
woodland cover. It is also important
that the overall interlocking pattern
of woodland and fields continues
to be supported by hedgerows and
streamside trees. It is recommended
that new large roofed buildings and

also infilling of open spaces within
the village should be discouraged, as
specified in the Building Guidelines
and Pattern of Development in Colwall
Village Design Statement. This will
avoid adversely affecting the open
green spaces and protecting the
distinctive views into and out of the
village. The three aspects of Protect,
Manage and Plan are therefore
applicable to the Principal Wooded Hills
of Colwall.
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Protect and Manage
Protect and manage the ancient
broadleaved woodland and existing
open grazing areas.
Protect the historic, irregular pattern of
fields.

Plan
Encourage landowners to enhance
the wooded character of hedgerows
and streams by additional species rich
planting and/ or regeneration.

Where practicable, forestry practices
should respect the character of
In areas where the interlocking pattern the landscape, promote traditional
management techniques (e.g. short
of woodland is no longer evident, seek
rotation coppicing) and take particular
to restore the woodland character and
care when assessing the visual impact of
provide habitat connectivity for the
movement of wildlife through additional new planting and felling.
woodland planting and hedgerows.
Refer to Malvern Hills AONB Landscape
Character Assessment SPG 2004 –
It is recommended that proposals for
updated 2009 and the Colwall Village
new large roofed buildings and also
infilling of open spaces within the village Design Statement.
take account of the Village Design
Statement to avoid adversely affecting
the foreground and framing of long
distance views.
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PRINCIPAL TIMBERED FARMLANDS
Key Characteristics
Primary
-- Hedgerows define field boundaries.
-- Wooded character portrayed by hedgerow trees, woodland and orchards.
-- Densely scattered hedgerow trees, in particular oak.
-- Filtered views between hedgerow trees.
Secondary
-- Organic enclosure pattern.
-- Small scale landscapes.

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION
Colwall’s Principal Timbered Farmlands
are rolling lowland landscapes fringed
by steep-sided hills. They have a small
scale, wooded, agricultural appearance
characterised in the medium distance
by filtered views through hedgerow
trees and, in the long distance, views
to the surrounding hills. The pattern
of mainly small and medium sized
irregular shaped fields and woodlands
combined with hedgerows and winding
lanes contributes to the overall organic
character of this landscape. This is
particularly noticeable in Colwall,
where the outlines are visible from
the surrounding hills. A key element
of this landscape is the strong
unifying presence of tree cover as
found in woodlands, orchards, fields,
hedgerows, and the linear tree cover
associated with the numerous streams
that flow from the surrounding hills.
The woodlands are a mixture of ancient
semi-natural character and more
modern plantings, comprising mixed

native broadleaved species, with oak
being dominant. Visually dominant
mature oaks are a particular feature
of the hedgerows, which are species
rich, complex habitats supporting a
wide range of flora and fauna as well
as trees. The scale and shape of the
woodlands is also important, ranging
in size from small field corner copses
to those of about 2 hectares. There
is a mixture of arable and permanent
pasture, with larger fields on the gravel
deposits along the Cradley brook
towards the West of this area. In some
areas the fields are part of a “designed
landscape” and are bounded by iron
railings. The main settlement areas
within this landscape are Colwall Stone
and Colwall Green. Outside these areas,
there is a dispersed pattern of large
farms and significant buildings in a
variety of local materials.
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FORCES FOR LANDSCAPE CHANGE
The distinctive character of these
landscapes is deteriorating. This is
due primarily to the decline and
fragmentation of the tree cover
elements, particularly the hedgerow
and field trees. The age distribution
of hedgerow trees is markedly
unbalanced, with the majority of
specimens being mature and little new
stock or natural regeneration being
encouraged to replenish them. Arable
land use and the use of wire stock
fencing are resulting in loss of function
of many hedgerows. In the absence
of appropriate management the

hedgerow structure is being eroded.
Ploughing close to field trees is also
resulting in their gradual loss. Changes
in agricultural practice (e.g. larger
fields, new crops, polytunnels) could
also have a noticeable visual impact,
especially when viewed from the
surrounding hills. The older orchards
with their rich habitats, which are no
longer commercially productive, are
in danger of being neglected and lost.
Development pressure has resulted in
new dwellings which do not respect the
characteristic settlement pattern and
impact on the views from the hills.

SETTLEMENT PATTERN
The main settlement areas within
this landscape are the well populated
Colwall Stone and the more rural
Colwall Green. These areas are covered
in more detail in the Colwall Village
Design Statement and the guidelines
contained within that document
should be followed. Outside the
settlement boundaries of Colwall Stone
and Colwall Green, the landscape

has a dispersed settlement pattern
of frequent roadside dwellings and
farmsteads, set amongst winding
lanes. Development proposals which
incorporate groups or clusters of new
houses must take account of both
the Village Design Statement and the
Landscape Character Assessment in
order to ensure they are in keeping
with the existing settlement pattern.

ENCLOSURE PATTERN
The existing enclosure pattern indicates
an unplanned landscape arising from
the previous enclosure of both former
woodland and open fields. It is vital for
the retention of landscape character

that the current pattern of enclosure is
preserved and that a geometric pattern
is not superimposed by subdividing or
enlarging fields and employing straight
fence lines.

WOODLAND OR TREE COVER PATTERN
The scale and shape of the woodlands
is very varied, ranging from small field
corner copses to those of about 2

hectares. There is scope for additional
small-scale woodland planting.
However, large scale planting or linking
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up existing fragmented woodlands,
other than by hedgerows, would not be
appropriate. The prominent hedgerows
and lines of hedgerow trees provide
the visual and ecological linkages

between woods. In addition, there are
both old and new orchard plantings.  
The orchards provide a rich habitat for
both flora and fauna.

MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES AND
ENVIRONMENTAL MITIGATION
Protect and Manage
Protect and restore the pattern and
composition of the hedgerow matrix
through appropriate management and
replanting.
Protect and restore tree cover along
watercourses and streamlines.

Plan
Encourage replanting of hedgerows,
which should be species rich.
Retain the distinctive hedgerow trees
and enhance their age structure through
new planting or encouraging the growth
of existing plants to tree size.

Protect all native broadleaved woods
and copses and restock with locally
occurring native species.

Seek opportunities to enhance tree
cover along roadsides and in other nonfarmed locations whilst retaining view
lines.

Protect existing orchard habitats.

Encourage the planting of new orchards

Protect the organic pattern and
character of the lane networks and
consider verge cutting regime to protect
wild flowers.

Encourage the planting of new small
woods, reflecting the scale, shape and
composition of the existing woodland
character.
New signage should be limited and in a
style appropriate to a rural setting and
should conform to Malvern Hills AONB
Guidance on Highway Design.

Protect the historic dispersed settlement Enhance the main settlement areas
as described in the Village Design
pattern outside the settlement
boundaries.
Statement.
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annotated photograph showing Principal
timbered farmland key characteristics

Small-scale landscape

Stream

Copses

Organic field
pattern

Field Trees
Winding Lanes

Hedges with
hedgerow trees
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